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OBJECTIVES:

Parents Workshop

Effectual Parenting

Mrs. Meenu Bhargava

Trainer & Psychologist

R.D.P.S

G.L.H

76.09.2077(2 hours)

Parents of class I & II
Parents WorkshopL
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-:> To acquaint parents with effective parenting tips.
To emphasize upon spending the quality time with their children.
To emphasize upon developing an effective disciptine system based on both firmness and
kindness.

growth in child.
with emotional problems and promote positive emotional

To enrphasize upon importance of childhood relationship with the parents.
To make parents aware about significance of effective Communication with the children,

DESCRIPTTON:

"Eagle needs the push"rYou can't teach children to behave better by making them feet
worse, when children feel better, they behave better, -pam Leo

Good parenting skills are something we learn, not something w.: are born with. Being a more
effective parent or caretaker is possible for everyone! A workshop on effectual parenting
conducted for the parents of class I & II. The workshop began with the warm welcome of

joint efforts

was
the
;ofresource person and welcome speech by Ma'am Principal. She emphasized upon

parents and school for overall development of a child.

The Workshop covered a broad range of topics, including what parenting skills are, childvl9,

. development, understanding temperament, intellectual development, communicating with the kids,
the dynamics of discipline, instilling self-esteem, teaching children values, meeting their needs, being
a good role model, etc .

The workshop also provided an overview of all the parenting skills that are necessary to raise a
healthy and well-adjusted adult through videos and presentations by resource person. It also helped
parents to learn where and why some challenges may arise and how to best go about overcoming
them.

It promoted easy tools to deal with everyclay situations with children. The workshop helped parents
to understand the process in which their children think, thus making it easy to befriend them. It
accelerates relationship of parents with child and will help to build a better future for them. Few
parents shared their concerns with the resource person and she pacified them patiently. Overall
session was very inspirational and enlightening for all the parents.
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